Equality Delivery System for the NHS
EDS2 Summary Report
Implementation of the Equality Delivery System – EDS2 is a requirement on both NHS commissioners and NHS providers. Organisations are
encouraged to follow the implementation of EDS2 in accordance with the ‘9 Steps for EDS2 Implementation’ as outlined in the 2013 EDS2 guidance
document. The document can be found at: http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/eds-nov131.pdf
This EDS2 Summary Report is designed to give an overview of the organisation’s most recent EDS2 implementation. It is recommended that once
completed, this Summary Report is published on the organisation’s website.
NHS organisation name:
Dorking Healthcare Ltd

Organisation’s Board lead for EDS2:
Michael Arnaud

Organisation’s EDS2 lead (name/email):
Karen Gibson, Governance and Compliance Manager

Level of stakeholder involvement in EDS2 grading and subsequent actions:
DHC Staff - Annual NHS Staff Survey addresses several equality aspects of the
working life of our staff.
DHC Patients - Annual outpatients survey queries the quality or care given to our
patients.
DHC Clinician Interpersonal Skills Questionnaire (ISQ): Individualised patient
survey assesses the quality of care given by our clinicians.
CCG Engagement: Quarterly quality reports
Friends of Dorking Hospital

Publication Gateway Reference Number: 03247

Organisation’s Equality Objectives (including duration period):
We recognise that discrimination is unacceptable. We have adopted a formal equal
opportunities policy with breaches of the policy leading to disciplinary proceedings
and, if appropriate, disciplinary action.
The aim of the policy is to ensure no job applicant, employee or worker is
discriminated against either directly or indirectly on the grounds of race, colour,
ethnic or national origin, religious belief, sex, marital status, sexual orientation,
gender reassignment, age or disability.
We have set some equality objectives to improve the mechanism to share
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We also run an annual NHS Staff Survey to gather information that will help to
improve the working lives of staff in the NHS and so help to provide better care for
patients. We have an equal opportunities policy in place and our mandatory training
for safeguarding and equality and diversity is completed by all of our staff every
three years.
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Services are commissioned, procured, designed and delivered to meet the health needs of
local communities
Grade
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
Staff are trained to deal with patients with learning disabilities and
dementia. We provide hearing loops and large font for patients in
premises. DHC is all on one level for easy wheel chair access.
Information can be provided on different languages and translator
can be arranged by request.
Services are provided based on clinical need. Additional support
needs are recorded and monitored to design and develop services.

Individual people’s health needs are assessed and met in appropriate and effective ways
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
Our actions in DHC are proportionate to the population that we care
for. Our annual NHS outpatient survey assesses the quality of care
provided by our doctors, with 96% of our patients recommending
DHC to their friends and family and 91% being satisfied with the
overall care given by DHC. We have mandatory training in place for
all staff including Equality and Diversity course completed every 3
years. Equal opportunities policy is in place.
DHC meets the health needs of people and this monitored regularly
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With a number of sub-contractors and providers, our complex care
pathway needs continuous and active monitoring. Patient tracking
is carried out to ensure smooth progression of care pathways and
timely care for our patients. By receiving clinic letters, our patients
are well-informed of their care in DHC.
We have identified learning as we have responded to the COVID19
pandemic. Our main subcontractors have been absorbed into the
national response in support of NHSE. This has had a direct
response on patient care pathways and waiting times. we have
maximised services by working our strategic partners
subcontractors with additional capacity and successfully
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Better health outcomes, continued
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When people use NHS services their safety is prioritised and they are free from mistakes,
mistreatment and abuse
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
All of our staff complete mandatory training for safeguarding.
We have an incident log discussed in the board and senior
management meetings on a regular basis.
We provide the whole organisation with an update on learning from
incidents and complaints investigations through a variety of
communication channels.
We have a proven record of patient safety and keeping all out
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Our patient population reflects the demographics of the area. We
do not carry out screening or vaccination. We provide health
promotion leaflets in the reception.
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People, carers and communities can readily access hospital, community health or primary
care services and should not be denied access on unreasonable grounds
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We ensure all our services are accessible through compliance to
Accessible Information Standards providing hearing loops,
interpreters, clear visors and large font text in premises. We are
providing face to face appointments that are safe and have social
distancing measures in place where this will assist accessibility.
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People are informed and supported to be as involved as they wish to be in decisions
about their care

Improved patient access and experience
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
According to our annual NHS outpatients questionnaire, 90% of
patients feel like they were involved in the decisions about their
care. We will be looking at ways to improve this with out newly
implements Patient Participation Groups
Clinic letters will be sent to both the GP and to the patients to keep
everyone well-informed.

People report positive experiences of the NHS
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The 2020 Dorking Healthcare Friends and Family survey reported
that 100% would recommend DHC for treatment.
According to the outpatients survey, overall 91%.would recommend
DHC
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People’s complaints about services are handled respectfully and efficiently
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
We have a robust complaints process in place in DHC. Complaints
are dealt with in the weekly senior management team meetings and
responded to immediately. Complaints are reviewed quarterly in the
board meeting.
In 2019-20 we had 24 complaints that were all dealt within within
required time frames. in 2018-19 one complaint was reported to the
Health Care Ombudsman and this was not upheld.
The operational pressures of COVID have put additional strain on
all services and we are proud that we are able to maintain our
governance systems. We strive to minimise any impact on
response time and keep individuals up o date with progress of
formal complaints as well as compliance to Duty of Candour.
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Fair NHS recruitment and selection processes lead to a more representative workforce
at all levels

A representative and supported workforce
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
The recruitment and selection of staff with the qualities, skills and
abilities to perform their jobs effectively is a key element in
providing safe, high quality health care and is essential to the
DHC’s success. Equality, diversity and human rights legislation
promotes the fair and equal treatment of people in the employment
process. DHC’s practices and policies conform to legislation and
embed the principles of equal opportunities. DHC is commitment to
equal opportunities and this is set out in DHC’s Recruitment and
Selection Guidelines.

The NHS is committed to equal pay for work of equal value and expects employers to use
applicant or employee should receive less favourable treatment
equal pay audits to help fulfil their legal obligations No
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DHC
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The annual pay review is based on performance.
DHC has equal pay for both men and women.
For an important part for the service we use the agenda for change
pay scales, which has been subject to a pay evaluation process at
national level.

Training and development opportunities are taken up and positively evaluated by all staff
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
All staff carry out mandatory training.
Appraisals are carried out annually where any additional training
and professional development opportunities are reviewed and
agreed on.
In 2021 we will be reviewing the DHC training and development
policy and procedures to ensure a robust competency system is in
place.
Nurses revalidation. DHC employs graduate trainees.
All training is applied across the staff group against a mandatory
training matrix based on role.
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When at work, staff are free from abuse, harassment, bullying and violence from any source

A representative and supported workforce
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
According to annual staff survey very small number of staff feel like
they have experienced bullying and harassment from the
management. Action plan will be drafted by the senior management
and appropriate actions will be taken to ensure no one will be
subjected to bullying or harassment within DHC premises.
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Flexible working options are available to all staff consistent with the needs of the service
and the way people lead their lives
Grade
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
According to annual staff survey 76% of staff are either "extremely
satisfied" or "satisfied" with the level of flexibility they are given to
choose their own method of working. 17% were neither satisfied or
dissatisfied. This has increased since considerably from last year
(54% extremely satisfied" or "satisfied" with the level of flexibility ) .
DHC employs a number of part-time workers to allow staff to fit
work around their family and other commitments.
Staff working full time are given the option to request flexible

Staff report positive experiences of their membership working/part
of the workforce
time hours if their personal circumstances change.
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DHC offers flexible working options for those staff returning from
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their jobs.
We have particularly worked with team to support them though the
pandemic holding well being sessions fortnightly and keeping them
up to date with resources. consultations with staff have identified
that staff value these and the additional support offered to them in
relation to wellbeing, working at home and keeping them safe.

Since the 2017 survey there have been improvements:
Staff say that there are enough staff so you can do your job
properly
Team members meet to discuss the team’s effectiveness and have
shared objectives
The majority are happy/very happy with level of pay
Staff are satisfied/very satisfied with the recognition for good work
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Boards and senior leaders routinely demonstrate their commitment to promoting equality
within and beyond their organisations
Grade
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
The Board create and enforce policies on equal opportunities.
The board members are up to date with their mandatory training on
equality and diversity and equal opportunities/safeguarding. The
board reviews all quality reports and staff/patient surveys carried
out in DHC and provides input on any aspects that require
attention.
In 2020 the Board has focused on Equality and Diversity and it
remains a Board agenda ad priority area.

Papers that come before the Board and other major Committees identify equality-related
impacts including risks, and say how these risks are to be managed
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So far DHC has not encountered such incidents. However, effort is
made for made staff to feel comfortable since majority of DHC staff
are female.
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Middle managers and other line managers support their staff to work in culturally
competent ways within a work environment free from discrimination
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Evidence drawn upon for rating
DHC accommodates cultural differences for example flexible
working arrangements during religious holidays and celebrations.
We have a policy for flexible working arrangements to allow for
care of children, parents and other caring responsibilities.
DHC is sensitive to the diverse requirements of all staff and actively
promotes a work environment free from discrimination.

